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DIRECTOR OF RESIDENTS RESIGNS
by Lynne Schimminger
Ascent Staff Reporter

On Friday, October 26, Sister
Patricia Russo, O.S.F., Director
of Residents at Rosary Hill
College
submitted
her
resignation to Sister Kathryn
Stump, O.S.F., Vice President for
Student Affairs, effective June
1974. Her decision was not an
easy one, but does comply with
her basic beliefs. Sister Pat, as
she is fondly called, cannot see
any value in parietal hours in the
residence halls of Rosary Hill
College. Thus, for personal,
philosophical and professional
reasons sbe is against the
establishment of any form of
parietal hours. She can only see
them as a negative factor in a
dorm, group-living situation, and
as a hinderance to personal

privacy, a right to which each
resident is entitled. She has
publiqally expressed her op
position to “open dorms” in her
recent position paper on the
topic, available at her office.
Chief among her concerns is the
welfare of the “ displaced
roommate” who may feel un
comfortable in his/her own room
in the presence of his/her
roommate and his/her friends,
but is afraid to suggest his/her
right of privacy openly. Sister
Pat’s concern for the resident
student can be seen in her view of
the situation.
As Director of Resident for 3
years, Sister Pat has made in
numerable improvements in the
living conditions at RHC. She is
highly concerned with security
and personal living problems on

campus. Recently, she has
arranged for students in the
apartments to paint their rooms,
if they desire. She has made the
student’s stay at Rosary Hill a
pleasant expérience.
Sister Pat has made a decision
^to sacrifice her job in order to
remain true to her convictions.
Such an action requires both
courage and a profound sense of
priorities. Such an action cannot
be questioned.
Sister Pat will continue to
effectively perform her duties
and responsibilities as Director
of Residents until her contract
expires June 1974. From there,
she hopes to find another position
where she can continue to work
for young people.
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MME CHANGE FOR R.H.C.? U * * « « " is mt
by Karen Redmond

by Kevin Edwards

Ascent Staff Reporter
HEOP was a Egyptian
pharoah....or is it a city in
Tunisia??? Actually, HEOP is
neither of the two; H.E.O.P.
stands for Higher Education
Opportunity Program. At R.H.C/,
it is simply known as E.O.P.
H.E.O.P., or E.O.P., is a New
York State funded, higher
education program available to
the financially and academically
disadvantaged.

The question,“ Should Rosary
Hill change its name?” has been
floating around the campus for
quite a few years now and not
setting in any particular place.
Various groups and offices have
been discussing this question, but
with little result.
In talks with Sr. DeSales
Hattenberger, the Director of
Admissions, and Mr. Dan Lacey,
the Director of Public Relations,
I found a positive attitude
towards a name change, and
some excellent reasons for not
making any change now. The
biggest of these objections is
R.H.C.’s lack of funds. As Sr.
DeSales and Mr. Lacey both
pointed out, a big operation such
as changing the name of a college
costs a rather large sum of
money. Among the expenses are
legal fees, advertising costs (both
local and wide area), and costs of
printing new letterheads, forms,
and who knows what else. Other
objections consist of a reluctance
to sacrifice 25 years of tradition,
and the possibility of losing the
friendship and reputation the
college has gained in the past.
Presently, the name “Rosary
Hill” is de-emphasized in favor of
“the Hill” and “R H.C.”. These
terms can be used now with no
difficulty, and they seem to be
accepted among the community.
There are also many factors
that make a change advisable.
Strongest of these is the opinion
that the present name does not
effect the spirit of the school as it
now is. Face it, when you tell
someone that you go to Rosary
Hill they say “Isn’t that a girls’
school? ” For purposes of student

recruitm ent, a more now
religious name would arouse
more interest and perhaps in
crease enrollment. This arousal
of interest, Sr. DeSales feels, is
necessary for the good of the
school. Any name considered
would also have to satisfy the
area residents, because the
college is a part of the com-

munity of Amherst.
As it now stands, a change of
name is not financially possible.
After the money is available,
there should be a wholehearted
acceptance of the idea of
changing the name, and then a
consideration of possible choices
for a new identity for R.H.C.

WHO’S WHO AT RHC
Twenty-two seniors from
Rosary Hill College have been
chosen as candidates for the
publication of Who’s Who Among
Students in American Univer
sities and Colleges. Students are
selected for this prestigious
publication when they have
shown outstanding ability in
academic and extra curricular
activities, citizenship and service
to the schoool.
Those students nominated this

year are: Ann Bishop, Mimi
Bullard, Suzanne Cassia, Ellen
Christensen, Christine Faber,
Marilyn
Foote,
Susann
Jablonicky, Mary Lou Kenny,
Christine Knapp, Louise Leiker,
Cecilia Matta, Marcia Mirabito,
Rosemary Padello, Susan
Pominville, Linda Reinagle,
Anne Sheridan, Theresa Slazyk,
Thomas Stewart, Mary Twomey,
Paula
Vielkind,
Priscilla
Williams,
and
Norbert
Witkowski.

Have you heard that students
aided by HEOP attend RHC free?
“They’re not here free.’’ said Sr.
Mary Frances Welch, Project
Director of EOP at RHC. HEOP
is a partial tuition grant; the
student .receives the Scholar
Incentive Award and a grant,
consisting of a RHC grant and
federal funds.
The total amount of received
aid does not total the tuition. If a
student can’t pay the cash
balance, he or she must take out
any of the low interest loans
available to any student who
applies for financial aid. For a resident student, the
grant is not even 1/2 the
residency fee. Commuters, in this
program, have a budget for
transportation and lunch paid
monthly. The amount is not
sufficient to cover tran
sportation. In the expense for
mula worked out in Albany, only
one bus fare is allowed for. Un
fortunately, it takes two buses to
reach the suburb of Snyder.
Recipients of the HEOP also have
credit up to $50 in the RHC
bookstore.
Although this may appear to
be a deficiency in the HEOP ; it is

not. A student’s expenses are
calculated according.
. Ttienew formula drawn up’
by Albany actually equalizes the
grant per student.

A student’s eligibility for aid
from HEOP is based on a
financial and academic disad
vantage. First, there must be a very great financial need.
Second, there must be evidence
that there is self-determination
on the part of the student and the
possibility to complete the
degree. Sr. Frances Welch ex
plains, “We consider the sub
jective criteria, that given by
counselors for example, and not
the objective criteria, the
financial status and academic
record that is against the
student.”
To help the academically
disadvantaged student in HEOP,
a
pre-freshman
summer
program is offered by RHC.
“This program is remedial and
developmental in content”, said
Sr. Mary Frances, ’’and is taken
in under the grant.” The
remedial program includes
courses in math, science and
composition work. Students are
limited to 12 semester hours in
their first semester freshman
year. HEOP will fund a student
for 5 years and the funds can be
used during the summer for
classes. Explained Sr. Mary
Frances, “Any of the students in
HEOP can also receive tutoring
and the program funds the tutor,
but no one uses it to depen
dency.” That means the number
of hours spent tutoring a student
in EOP at RHC can not exceed
the number of class hours. As Sr.
Mary Frances put it, “If the
potential is not there, we’re doing
them a disservice keeping them
here.”
continued on p. 2

Dear Editor:
At the outset I want to thank
you for your concern expressed in
your October 31st editorial, and
for the kind things you have said
about me.
Now I would like to briefly
summarize the historical aspects
of my situation, and then bring
you up to date.
I was originally hired at
Rosary Hill as a research
oriented Physical Chemist, Over
the years my students and I have
published, made professional
presentations, and held research
grants. But as the needs of our
Department changed, and as the
financial situation at the College
has deteriorated I have been
increasingly called upon to
broaden my course offerings. For
the most part I have gladly done
this and have.taught ten different
courses. There have, however,
been two instances in which I
have had to say “No.” The first
was a request /to teach
Astronomy, the second a request
to teach Physics. I believe that
superficiality is the ultimate
price of extended versatility.
A second concern of mine was
the manner in which our Con
centration made curricular
decisions. We have reached a
point of diversity where
chemists, biologists, medical
record librarians, and physical
therapists are under the same
adm inistrative umbrella. The
manner in which some of these
decisions were made raises
serious doubts about the concept
of reasoned deliberation between
knowledgeable persons. I believe
that all our programs have
potential worth, but I have
repeatedly questioned the ad
m inistrative structure which
calls upon chemists and medical
record librarians to make
decisions
regarding
one
another’s academic welfare.
As a result, last January our
former Chairman made a
decision to release me, along with
two other members of the
Department. We were in a state
of total disarray; unable to hold
regular meetings, and so deeply
torn that even interpersonal
communication became difficult.
There were several options
open to me. I chose to appeal to a
Faculty Appeal and Review
Board, which for reasons never
made clear to me, refused to give
my case a formal hearing. At that
point I could have appealed to our
Board of Trustees. I have chosen
not to pursue that route, because,
in complete candor, I do not have
the support of a majority of my
Departmental colleagues; once
again for reasons that have never
been made clear to me.
If our administrative climate
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had been different last year, if
my colleagues had not feared for
their own jobs, and if there had
been open and candid discussion
within our Department, the
results may have been different.
However, I cannot build my
own future on a series of “ifs” ,
and my choice is to look to a new
future rather than to aggrevate
the injustices of the past.
Like a more famous
predecessor, “The news of
my
death is somewhat
exaggerated.” I will be here in
the Spring semester, and will be
seeing
you in Physical
Chemistry, Ecology and Clinical
Instrumentation.
Thank you once again for your
caring.
Sincerely,
Richard Barrett
Associate Professor
Editors Note-Dr. B arrett’s
teaching ability has been further
attested by a $8000.00 Grant over
a two year period by the
Research Corporation. This
Grant will be used to support
research in Physical Cheinistry,
and includes a faculty stipend
and student stipend and equip
ment.

Dear Editor:
We have written this letter to
openly express our opposition to
the proposal to have open dorms
at Rosary Hill College. It is our
opinion that the open dorm issue
was not discussed with the in
terests of the entire student body
in mind. Instead discussions were
restricted to the interests of
residents only and even then to a
minority of that group. This was
evident by the meetings held
between resident students and
administrators and RA’s and
administrators which showed a
complete disregard for the
opinions
that
commuting
students may have regarding this
matter.
We are aware that the initial
reaction to this letter may be an
attack by the administration and
residents re-expressing their
beliefs that commuting students
should have no voice in making
policies to which they are not
bound to adhere. We can agree
with that argument only for the
policies adopted for the residents
which/ can be guaranteed to
restrict their effect solely to the
resident students.
On the surface it may appear
that open dorms should have no
effect on commuters but we’re
uncertain. Having attended the
meeting of students and the
Board of Trustees on October
24th, we are now aware of the

precarious financial status of
Rosary Hill College. Can we
afford the additional expense of
an improved security force that
must follow implementing the
open dorm policy? Is there
anyone who can guarantee that
only resident students will bear
the financial burden if these
increased expenses result in
future tuition increases? It is also
our understanding that an im
provement in benefits for RA’s
will not accompany their in
creased responsibilities when the
open dorm policy is initiated in
January. We think it is
unrealistic to believe that we can
maintain the dedicated and ef
ficient staff of RA’s which is
currently on hand with such a
disregard for justly rewarding
them for the additional
responsibilities an open dorm
policy will require. Again we feel
doubtful that the resulting
financial burden will be directed
solely to resident students.
The image and reputation that
this new policy will project to the
surrounding community are also
concerns of the entire student
body. We personally believe that
policies of open or closed dorms
have no effect on the morality of
students, but what will be the
effect on future enrollments and
donations to the school if the
surrounding community does not
parallel our personal liberal
attitude. Further, one must
consider the possibility of thefts,
assaults and sex crim es
becoming frightening realities in
a dormitory situation that makes
it possible for anyone walking the
streets to enter a dorm without
arousing suspicion.
We feel that the above and
other points of view should be
open for discussion by the ad
ministration to the entire student
body before any definite decision
is made regarding open dorms.
In this way, regardless of which
policy is eventually adopted both
the administration and the entire
student body would be assured
that it was the result of fair and
democratic procedures.
Committee of Concerned
Students

S IR EDITORIAL
TO: Resident Inmates
FROiTI: Warden Smupt
On Thursday morning, October 25,1984, Dr. Kilbasa met with the Vice
Presidents of the maintenance department. At this time, I had the op
portunity to up the Institution Administrators on the issue of parietal
minutes. My report included the details of what has taken place (What
has been taking place?) during the last 11 years regarding the meetings
of the inmate-visitation committee, the conversations with the Director of
Resident Inmates and the Resident inmate Assistants, as well as my own
preconceptions. I presented the latest proposal from the inmates and a
rather long discussion of all points ensued.
I would like to first give you a few statements which give some
irrationale to the Institution’s position.
1. Because of the living arrangements offered on this camp (solitary (
confinement and one large Fortress) we are in a somewhat unique
situation as compared to other camps.
2. The decisions that were made by the Institution were not made with
the thought in our impenetrable minds that inmates are not responsible
(although it is a well-known fact that they are), but that peer torture can
be severe and no inmate should be exposed. Therefore, the Institution
opposes, opposes, opposes.
With these general beliefs in mind, clever machinations were reached.
If a program for any one confinement and/or floor in the Fortess can be
implemented within the boundaries of the following dictates, it should be
presented as soon as impossible to the Director of Resident lnm a tes.
1. The Institution is willing to “consider” parietal minutes for a Friday
and/or Saturday evening of each weekend from 4:45 p.m. to 4:47 p.m. if a
special National Guard be hired for each confinement and/or floor where
parietal minutes have been accepted by the entire cell block.
2. Since there is no financial backing for this arrangement, it would
have to be paid by inmates living in each confinement and/or floor.
Thank you for your complicity.
P.S. - Yqu can paint your rooms now!

HEOP: WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT
continued from p. I""" ~
HEOP students do not “lower
the standards” at RHC. “We
have academ ically dismissed
students” , said Sister. Sr. Mary
Frances
Welch, Program
Director, and the Assistant
Director, Sr. Estelle, try to give a
third semester extension to the
second sem ester probation
period. This is usually for special
cases and is, by no means, the
rule.
As Sr. Mary Frances said,
“HEOP is really a well super
vised program; and we have
more successes than failures.”
We do have some that drop-out,
but the ones who stay are in equal
competition with the rest of the

f

Dear Editor :
It strikes me as rather unfair
and amazing that the commuters
haven’t been asked their opinions
oh whether or not parietal hours
(open dorms) should be
established. Most of us come to
Rosary Hill College because we
feel it is one of the few true
Christian and decent schools left
in the area.
What have the “dormies”
become? What’s so fantastic
about having guys or girls in
one’s bedroom? I’ll bet that if the
dorm students lived at home their
parents wouldn’t allow members
of the opposite sex into their
quarters. I find the whole concept
of “open dorms” deplorable and
degrading to the image of a

Does anyone really know
what tim e it is?
It took alm ost a month to
have
clo ck s
in ^ D S
repaired...such
efficiency.

-
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Christian organization of higher
learning.
Surely dormies haven’t come
to college to learn more about
sexual techniques (They could
buy a copy of Sensuous Man or
Woman much cheaper!) I protest
that our college should be
degraded to an organization that
encourages sexual promiscuity.
Who’s ever responsible for
passing open dorms should take a
survey of the entire student body
before
putting
such
an
outrageous thing into action. I
know that I, personally, would
not want to be associated with a
college that encourages such a
thing and I am sure many others
would agree.
M.E.P.
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HDI
Jeanne Rlndge, President and
Executive Director of Human
Dimensions Institute, sent the
follow ing com m ents to the Ascent editors in response to an
article published in the last issue
of the Ascent:

1. There has been no proposal
to offer a “degree” in para
psychology Although this is a
rapidly developing field which is
going beyond psychology into
physics, medicine, biology,
ecology, philosophy, sociology,
theology, and even political and
space science, in fact, into the
whole fabric of evolving human
society, I would not at this time
propose it for other than a post
graduate degree.
2. The proposal is for a degree
in Behavioral Science which
would attempt to provide a
holistic synthesis of our growing
understanding of the, human
condition, including the. parapsychological. (I would prefer the
term Holistic Science to
Behavioral Science.) The major
core work of the undergraduate
would be spread throughout the
present concentrations with only
certain integrative, inter
disciplinary and pioneering areas
of investigation, research and
experience (which we believe
HDI is now, after seven years of
pioneering effort, qualified to
handle) falling to the new con
centration. The work with
Human Dimensions Institute
would compliment, not compete
with, the major work of the
college. For those who wish,
there could be a specialty (but
not a degree) in parapsychology
or in nutrition, or creativity, or
any number of other aspects of
HDI’s total approach to the
human condition. The curriculum
offered as an introduction to
dialogue (quoted in part of your
article) was a suggestion for a
specialty in parapsychology.
Sister Marita has been gathering
information about parap
sychology courses in other
colleges, some of her findings
also quoted by you.
3. The only reason for
proposing a separate con
centration is because of this very
integrative nature of the Human
Dimensions approach. After
seven years of bringing to this
campus the most qualified
scientists, researchers and
scholars in the frontier fields, we
are convinced (with Einstein,
Fred Hoyle, Whitehead and
others) that the universe is one
organism of which all within are
interlocking and interacting
parts which can be understood
only in terms of the “whole”.
This holistic approach does not
by its very nature lend itself to
departmentalization, because it
cuts across and integrates
departmentalized knowledge.
On the other hand, a student
cannot integrate what he does not
know, hence a solid background
in the wide range of established
disciplines would first be
essential.
Any students coming to Rosary
Hill College due to HDI, would,
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under our proposal, strengthen
all concentrations, not just one.
As a separate entity, Human
Dimensions Institute has been
able to innovate, to pioneer, to
investigate controversial and
frontier areas of growing
knowledge and experience; to
combine such techniques as
lecture, group and personal
experiences, and scientific
research in ways not always easy
in established concentra tions.
For this, its work is known, not
only across this country, but also
abroad. It wouldT seem that it
would be in the interests of the
student body and the college for
this freedom to integrate to
continue.
This does not mean, however,
that there would not be close
cooperation with the ad
ministration (as with any other
concentration) as well as with
established faculty where ever
required. A case in point is the
present
very
amicable
relationship with the psychology
departm ent in the credit
program with Dr. Krippner’s
course in Altered States of
Consciousness.
4. I have not been “ very ac
tive” in trying to gain approval
for this proposal. Beyond converstations with the Dean and
one or two faculty members
including a presentation to
faculty at the request of the
Senate, I have not been active at
all. In fact, I am not overly in
terested in becoming involved in
a degree program and have no
interest if it is to cause conflict
within the college.
The proposal was made last
year for two reasons: a) the
national publicity we have
received has resulted in such a
response from students and
teachers across the country that
it became apparent that a service
would be offered if the program
were available for credit and
synthesized with the regular
curriculum, b) There are many
indications,
from
those
knowledgeable in these fields
that such a degree program
would bring new students to
Rosary Hill College. The college,
as a consequence, would be the
primary beneficiary because of
providing the major portion of
the curriculum.
5. As for other places being
“eager” to incorporate Human
Dimensions, other places already
have incorporated HDI (in
cluding sending students to our
classes for credit. ) Our programs
and courses have been, or are,
included at Canisius College,
Erie Community College,
Niagara Community College,
Genesee Community College,
M ercyhurst College, N.Y.S.
College a t Buffalo, R.I.T.
(Rochester), Hawkwood College,
England (last summer and next)
with others negotiating such as
College of the Finger Lakes,
Eckard College, (St. Peter
sburg), with the latest requests
from college officials in Australia
and India. Oh, yes, Geneva,
Switzerland wants us, too. Our
lecturers have been invited to
major campuses in the country
and abroad.
2.

-
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6. “To be a concentration would
be an attractive selling point for
HDI”. Yes, it would. We have
managed, without it, to bring
over 30,000 participants into the
college during the past seven
years with a growing program
which keeps our small staff far
busier than ve would choose to
be. The major benefit would be to
the college because the largest
proportion of HDI participants
are not interested in college credit.
However, such a cooperative
effort just might lighten the
financial burden to some extent
for both college and HDI.
7. As for grants then becoming
available to HDI, the Institute
already has been bringing grants
to the college which have
benefited both students and
faculty. There is strong in
dication that more grants would
become available, to benefit both
Human Dimensions Instutute and
the college, if the degree
program is authorized.
8. Due, doubtless, to the
pressures of work on everyone, it
is apparent that the HDI proposal
is not fully understood. I will be
happy to consult whenever
possible with students or faculty,
if so desired. I quite agree with
both the Dean and Dr. Cimbalo
that any such proposal is a
serious m atter which must
carefully be studied in the light of
what is best for everyone con
cerned.
The college administration has
stood staunchly behind HDI
during these pioneering years, a
fact for which we are both
humbly and profoundly grateful.
For our part, we have tried to be
highly responsible in regard to
the qualifications of those we
bring to this campus, and to the
larger community. Our magazine
HUMAN DIMENSIONS, has
close to 2000 subscribers in all
parts of the world. We are well
aware that where the name of
Human Dimensions goes, the
name of Rosary Hill goes also.
The primary concern of HDI is to
discover new ways of un
derstanding
ourselves
as
“whole” persons with infinite
untapped potentials which can be
actualized. This is a process not
only of learning but also of ex
periencing ourselves in our total
relationships
physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual.
I believe, with physicist
William Tiller of Stanford
(Teilhard, and many others) that
we are poised for a breakthrough
into a whole new level of con
sciousness and a whole new,
unexplained
spectrum
of
energies which we must come to
know and use safely and
correctly and for the common
good.
If education is to keep up with
the new discoveries, it will
require a certain amount of
courage and a certain willingness
to break out of old patterns and
find appropriate new ones.
Whether HDI has something to
offer Rosary Hill College in this
respect has yet to be decided. I
believe this is the issue rather
than to “prove” whether the new
concentration is “necessary.”

there is the opportunity to
eliminate the need to ask such
questions. In the academic
community individuals are dealt
with as individuals. The lines
which have been drawn to
separate us into groups with
labels such as Black, White,
Rich, Middle Class, or Poor, have
been erased.

A certain amount of concern
has been generated on campus
over the issue of tha state of
racial relations. Many questions
are being asked. “How are Black
students getting along at R.H.C.?
Are Black and White students
able to relate to and interact with
each other? Are Black students
getting involved in campus ac
tivities?” , are but a few of the
concerns which have been
evidenced.

During the process of education
we can develop as people. We will
be able to carry our relationships
with others to a higher level. We
can stop thinking in terms of
groups. In becoming knowing
beings, we ourselves sure elevated
to a higher realm of human in
volvement. We can leave all of
our game playing behind and
attempt to deal with those around
us in an honest and sincere
manner. We can begin to com
municate with each other in a
meaningful manner.

I feel that these concerns are
unnecessary and they reflect
groups and not individuals. They
don’t concern individual people
and their problems. They show
concern for a nameless and
selfless group labeled the Black
Students. Black students have
names, they have personalities,
they have ambitions and desires.
They are individuals with in
dividual concerns.

Then the question will be not if
“They” are getting along, but are
“You.”

In the academic community
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HINDSIGHT
This is a first in what will ba a
continuing saries of articles
presenting campus news that
made the headlines of The
Ascent from 5 to 20 years ago.

TWENTY YEARS AGO (March
1953)
On the front page of this issue
was the startling headline,
‘College Mourns President’s
Death.’ Mother Alphonse,
President of Rosary Hill College,
passed to her “eternal reward.”
The cause of death was a slight
cold which developed into
pneumonia. The issue also
sighted an interview with
Detective John B. Stanton, who
was at that time, Chief of the
Buffalo Police Departm ent’s
Narcotics Squad. He felt that in
order to correct the problem of
Buffalo’s youth being susceptible
to ‘drug peddlers,’ a “revival of
basic religion in the home is
needed. One who recognizes his
body as a temple of the Holy
Ghost will not deliberately inject
poison into that body.” Another
article in the March ’53 issue was
headed ‘Jottings from the Junior
Class.’ It stated, “Where will you
be on the night of April 6th? Why,
the Junior Prom, of course!
.. .don’t forget to tell Mom about
that new gown you want and get
Tom, Dick or Joe to dust off that
blue serge so you can parade to
our Easter Prom. We are looking
forward to seeing you.”
The Editor-in-Chief of the
Ascent in March, 1973 was Joan
A. Downey and the Faculty
Advisor was none-other than
John Masterson!

SIX YEARS AGO (Spring 1967)
On the front page of this issue
was an interview with Rosemary
Haughton, British author of the
book On Trying to Be Human.
Ms. Haughton had given a lecture
at RHC on “Women in the
Church.” She defined ‘sanctity of
holiness as that state embodying
the whole range of human
qualities. This state of univer
sality, transcending the dif
ference between man and
woman, is true self-realization.’
She also felt that the ‘masculine
element of structure and the
feminine emphasis on personal
response’ were both necessary
for the Catholic Church to func
tion efficiently.
A letter to the Editor in ths
issue condemned RHC students
as being guilty of apathy (sound
fam iliar?)
It
states,
“ Congratulations to all you
exuberant, enthusiastic RHC
students. Your recent support of
our basketball team was in
spiring and infectious. Imagine
our happy surprise and delight
when we found we had managed
to collect $190 for Catholic
Charities (D’Youville collected a
measly $601). We ’re sick of pious
pro clam atio n s condem ning
apathy, but what can one say? It
was simply another example of
one continuous ‘I-don’t-care’
attitude that is strangling this
entire campus.” (The editorial
was written by Maureen Connaughton, Class of ‘69).
The Editor-in-Chief of the
Ascent in this ’67 issue was Susan
A. Mauri. (No advisor was
mentioned in the staff box.)
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CRRP FOOD
by Cathy Ball
Ascent Staff Reporter
It’s a typical week at RHC
with all the typical gripes...
“How do they expect us to eat
this stuff?”
“I go to a $3200 school and I’m
starving to death!”
Listening to the dinner line
hand down groans from those
who have miraculously reached
the food, one may think that
perhaps there is a serious
problem concerning the food
here.
Tom Leese, a member of the
Food Service Committee, ex
plained, “In the beginning of the
year, the food wasn’t up to par, so
Mrs. Bolling fired the cook. The
only problem we can see now is
getting the kids to be satisfied

44

again.
And this seems to be true.
When pinned down, students
often change from complaining
about the quality of the food to
complaining about how often we
have the same food, to com
plaining about everything in
general. There were two times
where Food Service served the
same kind of meal twice in one
week. But after they heard the
complaints, new menus showed
that this problem had been taken
care of. Of course, the menus may
not be that great if you’re used to
steak and pheasant-under-glass
at home.
Traveling around to other
schools can do wonders for you,
as far as appreciating food.
Rosary Hill has one of the better
food services in the college
communities. This may lead you

to say, “ My God. How do the
others live if theirs is worse than
ours?” But we have never been
served spoiled food. Yes, we are
served chicken twice in most
weeks but the fact that other
choices are given is often
neglected.
If you really feel strongly
about the food “crisis” here at
Rosary Hill, go to the Food
Service Committee meetings. All
of them are open to all students?
They take place at 3:30 on
alternate Tuesdays. The next
meeting is Nov. 20th in the
Director of Residents office.
Committee representatives are
Tom Leese and Linda Hirst for
the residents and Jon Brown for
the commuters. And get your
facts together before you go.
Complaining loudly and ab
stractly get you nowhere, and
often makes you look like a fool.

GUYS AND DOLLS

by Darryl David Amato
Ascent Critic-At-Large

Time is but a transitory
animal. It preys and nurtures on
the minds and hearts of all men.
To stop the clock or turn it back is
a chore only the most perceptive
can achieve. Director Donald
Jones and his multi-talented
“ Dee Jay P layers” achieve
precisely this in their lively and
spirited adaptation of Frank
Loesser’s 1950 Broadway musical
hit “Guys and Dolls.”
The production, now at the
plush, intimate Plaza Suite
Theatre Restaurant, is a
canorous comedy about com
pulsive gamblers who eat, drink
and speak craps, as flightly but
cagey dolls conspire and cajole
them into prospective husbands.
Presenting an honest, un
prejudiced view of a play in
which I have been internally and
personally exposed is not an easy

task. Observing some of the
players offstage was as much fun
as watching them at work. And it
did not significantly spoil the allimportant “illusion of reality”
that the actors and actresses
exude on stage.
One background scene - an
abstract representation of New
York City skyscrapers - and a
minimum of lighting techniques
are enough to levitate at
mosphere without upstaging
performers.
The performers interact
beautifully. Adrienne Tworek, as
“saint” Sarah Brown, is virtue
personified. She dreams the
impossible dream of a gallant
prince, with sword in hand, who
will slay^sin and “ evil” in the
name of righteous indignation,
and sweep sweet Sarah into a
cologne sprayed world of
lollipops and roses. From the
start, we know she will happily
end up with roustabout,
professional gambler Sky

There's a special rate
most airlines don't
advertise.

It's the
I'm-sorry-sir-but-allthe-seats -are-taken- rate.
If you're denied a seat on a High T which you hold'
a confirmed reservation, and the > ine can’t get you
on another ftight scheduled to arrt within two hours
of your originally-scheduled arrival, you're entitled to
immediate compensation.
The airline must give you your money-back and an
amount equal to the value of the firs? «Ught coupon oh :
vour ticket. providing the coupon cost a minimum of
$25 and a maxim um of $200 lh many c a se s that
means doub'e your money back.
*
Deliberate overbooking is a deceptive practice
used to insure a completely booked flight. If an airline
does it to you ask for immediate compensation. If they
refuse ask for a written explanation. And send it to the
Civil Aeronautics Soard in Washington. D C.
Remember that, next time you have a b a rd time
gettingCfUfcaground. ...

Masterson (portrayed by Rosary
Hill’s own James Enos). For all
his notoriety, Sky, clad in black
shirt, white suit and tie, manages
to perpetuate an aura of gran
deur and heroism. Although he is
denied much of the comic
material, Enos triumphs in the
musical and romantic moments.
Nathan Detroit (played by
Charles Scatamacchia) is placed
in the sticky predicament of
keeping his rackets and his long
term girl friend apart from and
unaware of each other. Funny
man Bruce Gustafson, as Nicely
Nicely Johnson, is a successful
product of an Oliver Hardy
clowning process. Perky Hot Box
Girl Terry Licata has few lines,
but she is memorable in all of
them. Everyone, in fact, turns in
a solid performance, but May
Theresa Rekov stakes the
strongest personality and
freshest spontaneity as Nathan’s
squeaky voiced Miss Adelaide.
The cosmic theme that is
affectionately spun throughout
the play is one of real love in
volving a high degree of
tolerance and respect. This is
exemplified in the fourteen year
engagement of Miss Adelaide to
Nathan. At one point in the script,
she admits that “hate” (or
getting hurt by the one you love)
is what love is all about.
After the play, I was
somewhat shocked when one of
the actresses asked me how I
enjoyed the show. She wanted me
to anwer “not as a reviewer, but
as a person.” I now could kick
myself for not telling her that I
consider them to be one in the
same.

act now
A volunteer organization, for
the students of RHC, is being
established on our campus
through the co-ordinated efforts
of the Golden Z Club, the Student
Association and Phi Beta
Gamma. This organization
(similar to the Community Ac
tion Corps at UB) will be
available to students starting
November 15. The agencies
available at this time include:
Gateway - a residental home
for girls and boys with êmotional
problems, ages 8-18.
SS Peter and Paul Church
School - openings are available
for Sunday School teachers (no
experience necessary) Saturday
and'Sunday mornings. Teaching
material will be provided.
Miriam
House
Clothes
Collection Point - on campus people will be needed to collect
and sort clothes for Miriam
House (an Albion migrant worker
center).
Corner House Nursery School
- volunteers are needed to help in
the classrooms. There are
morning and afternoon classes of
3 year olds and 4 year olds.

Neighborhood Information
Center - located on Sycamore St.,
in downtown Buffalo, workers
are needed to refer callers.
University Bell Foundation volunteers who have had
laboratory experience are
needed to work in the Univer
sity’s lab.
As this volunteer program
grows, more agencies will be
added to this list which will,
- hopefully, include the interests of
all the students. A system of
providing tansportation will be
made available. A means of
follow-up will also be used to
assure the student that a record
will be kept on his work if needed
for future reference (e.g.
volunteer hours may be needed
for courses).
Many times are available at
these agencies who desperately
need our help.
An Open House on the above
agencies will be held Thursday,
November 15. Students will be
able to discuss, ask questions, or
sign-up for any agency. The Open
House, sponsored by the Golden Z
Club, will be held in the Main
Lounge at 3:00 and again at 6:00.

H e y E v e ry o n e !
ROSARY HILL has a

fRatbafeeder...
with beer and cider and birchbeer
\and popcorn and even a mug club!
Command join in the

FU N

.

OPEN: Wednesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday
7:30 P.M. - 1:00 A.M . ALSO: Friday 1:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

JOURNEY'S END
«.

by Joseph Barrile
Matthew Fisher, in case you
didn’t know, was the organist for
the now-defunct Procul Harum.
He was the driving force behind
songs like Repend Walpurgix,
Whiter Shade-of Pale and Salty
Dog.
Procul’s sound was, without a
doubt, keyboard-influenced. But
the group is no longer around,
with each member having gone
on to other things. Robin Trower
is into rhythm & blues, and Dave
Ball is doing hard rock with a
group called Bedlam, but I
consider Matt Fisher the most
successful. He is still playing that
same Baroque-influenced popstyle music that made Procul
Harum famous. But don’t be
mistaken, this record is by no
means Procul Harum reruns.

Instead, Fisher’s first solo effort,
Journey’s End (RCA APL1-0195),
is much better. The music is not
as heavy or cluttered and the
lyrics are direct and non-poetic.
The
flowing
orchestral
arrangem ents, coupled with
Fisher’s brilliant piano and organ
playing combine to form a unique
sound. The songs are of loves lost
and the cynical observations of
an ex-romantic. They range from
the hard-rock style of “Not this
Time”, to the classical orchestral
arrangements of “Separation” .
Fisher has a fairly good singing
voice, unfortunately though, he
reminds me of Gilbert O.

-

The album consists of 8
vocals, interrupted twice by
instrumentals in which the real
genius of Fisher shows through.
The first time I heard this album
I liked it. It remains one of my
most played records.

STUDENT REFERENDUM RESEARCH
The Student Association will
be folding elections November
26th through the 28th. With these
elections, 3.A. is conducting a
referendum concerning three
topics of importance to the
students of Rosary Hill College.
These topics are 1) changing the
name of the college, 2) whether
or not you will be agreeable to

paying a Student Activities Fee of
$15.00, and 3) if you want a
temporary sports building. All
that is asked of you, the students,
is to vote “yes” or “ no” . It is also
important-for you to understand
that voting in this referendum
DOES NOT mean that these
item s will go into effect. It is
merely to determine the opinions
of the -students as a whole.
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V

T h o u s a n d s of T o p ic s
$ 2 .7 5
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p e r p a g e

*

S e n d fo r y o u r up-to-date, 1 6 0 -p a g e ,
m a il o r d e r c a ta lo g . E n c lo s e $ 1 .0 0
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to c o v e r p o s t a g e (d e liv e ry tim e is
1 to 2 d ays).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
1 1 9 4 1 W I L S H I R E B LV D ., S U I T E * 2
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We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men and women
- a re created equal, that they are
¿ endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights, that
' among these are life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. That to
i secure these rights, governments
are instituted among people,
v deriving their just powers from
% the consent of the governed.

Prudence, indeed, will dictate
' that
governments
long
i established should not be
changed for light and transient
causes; and accordingly all
* experience has shown that
mankind is more disposed to
*** suffer, while evils are sufferable,
than to right themselves by
i abolishing the forms to which
/
%they are accustomed. But when a
long train of abuses and usur< pations, pursuing invariable the
£
' same object, evinces a design to
4
> reduce them under absolute
despotism, it is their right, it is
* their duty, to throw off such a
! government, and to provide new
fs
v guards for their future security.
The history of this President
^ of the United States, Richard
t Milhous Nixon, is a history of
M an repeated injuries and usur^ pations, all having in direct
/' v ' object the establishment of absolute tyranny over these states.
jgf

/ jr ;

|
To prove this let the facts be
» submitted to a candid world. *He
has conspired with others to
manipulate the 1972 Presidential
i Elections by committing acts of
*. espionage and sabotage against
the campaigns of the opposition
* candidates.
*He
has
i system atically obstructed the

administration of justice by
attempting to bridge the Federal
Judge in the Pentagon Papers
trial, and by attempting to cover
up Watergate revelations and
related espionage, and sabotage.
*He has violated Article I, Section 1, Clause 1 of the Constitution
(which
delegates
“ all”
legislative powers to the
Congress) by impounding over
$40 billion in funds allocated by
the Congress of the United States.
*He has violated Article I, Section 8, Clause 2 of the Constitution
(which empowers Congress to
declare war) by conducting
military operations in Southeast
Asia without Congressional „
authorization. *He has violated
Article II, Section 2, Clause 2 of
the Constitution (which provides
that all treaties negotiated by the
President must be concurred by
the Senate) by substituting
Executive agreements
for
treaties. *He has violated the
First Article of the Bill of Rights
(which guarantees the right of
freedom.of speach, religion and
the press) by authorizing surveillance activity on private
citizens suspected of disagreeing
with official Administration
policy, and by mounting a
campaign
of
system atic
harrassment and intimidation
against the free press. *He has
violated the Fourth Article of the
Bill of rights (guaranteeing
citizens protection against
unreasonable
search
and
seizure) by engaging in
widespread wiretapping without
obtaining
w arrants
of
authorization from the courts, by
burglarize the homes and offices
of American citizens, and by
supporting no-knock legislation. *

He has violated the fundamental
principle in a free and democratic
society of thé people’s right to
know by cloaking his administration in official secrecy
through arbitrary use of
“classification procedures” and
by
claiming
“ executive
privilege” in order to withhold
vital information from Congress.
*He has violated his sacred
responsibility to serve the interests of all the American
People by conspiring with dozens
of American Corporations and
wealthy individuals to secure
over $10 million in secret campaign funds in return for special
favors and privileged treatment.
In these particulars and in his
arrogant usurpation of power he
has violated his oath of office by
failing to preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution of the
United States.
In every stage of these oppressions we have petitioned for
redress in the most humble
terms: Our repeated petitions
have been answered only by
repeated injury. A president
whose character is thus marked
by every act which may define a
tyrant, is unfit to be the President
of a free people. Therefore, We
the People of the United States
call for the impeachment of the
President of the United States
and the resignation of the officials of his administration for
criminal activities and unconstitutional seizure of power,
We call on Congress to pass new
laws to dismantle the concentrated form of Presidential
rule that has become a threat to
constitutional government.
* (Thanks to The Daily Rag)

WHAT DOES RHC SAY?
They talked about impeachment and the way the Executive branch of
the government abused the people of the United States. For Sue Whit
comb talk was not enough. Sue, a History and Government major who
will be spending the second semester of her junior year in Washington as
an intern on Congressman’s Jack Kemp’s staff, wanted to do more. She
took a survey of all members of the Rosary Hill community and sent the
results to area congressmen. This was done to raise the consciousness of
the college on an important national issue. The results of the survey are
published below:
IMPEACHMENT POLL AT ROSARY HILL COLLEGE
Buffalo, N.Y.
Tuesday, October 23 and
Wednesday, October 24,1973
THE QUESTION: Do you favor impeachment or do you support the
President?
TOTAL PEOPLE QUESTIONED FOR BOTH DAYS: 351
Total number in favor of impeachment: 309—88.04%
Total number in support of Pres. 42 —11.96%
TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENT POPULATION QUESTIONED: 295
Total number in favor of impeachment: 261—88.48%
Total number in support of Pres.: 34 —11.52%
TOTAL NUMBER OF NON-STUDENT
QUESTIONED: 56
Administration (total questioned 11)
in favor of impeachment: 9 — 81.82%
in support of Pres.: 2 — 18.18%

POPULATION

Faculty (total questioned 27)
in fav''** of impeachment: 24 — 88.89%
in support of Pres.: 3 — 11.11%

/

i

Staff (total questioned 18)
in favor of impreachment: 14 — 77.78%
in support of Pres.: 4 — 22.22%
October 24
(AFTER RELEASE OF PRESIDENTIAL TAPES)
TOTAL PEOPLE QUESTIONED: 127
Total number in favor of impeachment: 113 —88.98%
Total number in support of Pres.: 14 —11.02%
TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENT POPULATION QUESTIONED! 110
Total number in favor of impeachment: 99 —90%
Total number in support of Pres.: 11 —10%

4.

TOTAL NUMBER OF NON-STUDENT
QUESTIONED: 17
Administration (total questioned 4)
in favor of impeachment: 2 — 50%
in support of Pres.: 2 — 50%

J

i

Faculty (total questioned 11)
in favor of impeachment: 9 — 81.82%
. in support of Pres.: 2 — 18.18%

i
i-

i
-(

Staff (total questioned 2)
in favor of impeachment: 2 — 100%

POPULATION
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THE “_________” OF ROSARY HILL
by Ed Janczyk
The “wheelies”, the people in
wheelchairs, the “_____” of
Rosary Hill have once again
decided to attempt, with sen
timent, and words such as justice
and rights and equality, to cross
the line of our sacred holiest of

holies; OUR LIBRARY. We must
not yield.
All know of the actions of
those “__” ; you let one in, and
they want to take over. They
must be kept in their place! It is
because we have faltered in
times past, that they have even

the merest knowledge that a
library (our very own den of
learning) existed. WE MUST
KEEP OUR LIBRARY PURE!
A SMART
IS
A
DANGEROUS ! And we all
know how those smart are, and
what they can do. Would you let
your sister marry one? It

S.A. NOMINATIONS
Nominations and elections to the Student Association will be held throughout the month of November.
Nominations from November 12th through the 20th, and elections, November 26th through the 28th. These will
include nominations and elections for the Student Governing Board, the Student Activities Board, and the
Budget Board. The respective positions and requirements to qualify for nominations are as follows:
Student Governing Board
Chairman:
1. You must have COMPLETED ONE SEMESTER IN THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION.
2. You must also have an academic standing of 2.0.
Vice-chairman:
1. You must have COMPLETED ONE SEMESTER IN THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION.
2. You must also have an academic standing of 2.0.
Recording and Corresponding Secretaries: ■
1 Be a member of any class.
2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
Representatives:
Two representatives at large.
a. Be a member of any class.
b. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
One National Student Association Delegate and one Ass’t. NSA Delegate
1. Be a member of any class.
2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
One Academic Director and One Ass’t Academic Director
1. Be a member of any class.
2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
Student Activities Board
Chairman: Completed one semester in the Student Association.
1. Be a member of the present sophomore, junior or senior class.
2. Have good academic standing of 2.0.
Vice-chairman: Completed one semester in the Student Assocation.
1. Be a member erf the present sophomore, junior or senior class.
2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
Recording and Corresponding Secretaries:
1. Be a member of any class.
2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
Student Budget Board
Chairman: Completed one semester in Student Association.
1. Be a member of the present sophomore, junior or senior class.
.2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
Vice-chairman: Completed one semester in Student Association.
1. Be a member of the present sophomore, junior or senior class.
2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
Secretary:
1. Be a member of any class.
2. Have an academic standing of 2.0.
3. Have necessary business-related skills (i.e., typing and preferably shorthand.)
Don’t forget:
SELF-NOMINATIONS ACCEPTED - November 12 - 20
ELECTIONS - NOVEMBER 26 - 28.

Poefo' Cefum

we were all on that star
standing in a Crowd
standing all alone
staring toward the stars looking at the ground
wondering where we are going next,
pretending to know where we are
who we are
what is
and why
why
why we are

J.J. Edwards

isn’t by our doing that they are
where they are. We aren’t to
blame. They knew what they
were getting when they came
here! What do we owe them? We
help them once in a while; I’ve
seen many of my comrades hold
open a door for them, and while
all the others had walked
through, even held it an extra
second for one of them. We can’t
make it too easy for them. They
might take advantage. Give them
the opportunity to use the library
and they just might accept the
situation and the next thing you
know, they might get some kind
of idea that they are as bright as
we are. Or what happens if they
should come across a book that
should stun them? After all, they
are delicate. What do they know
of life? Are we ready to accept
such responsibility? We must
protect them; we must care for
them and so naturally we must be
wiser. This reporter passed one
in the hall on his way to this office
and he was hardly four and a half
feet tall, sitting in his little
throne. I’m over six feet tall.
Equality! That one who always
made us laugh: he had the right
idea. He never spoke of equality
or rights, in fact he never spoke.

Of anything. Just smiled the way
he was supposed, to.
They tell us that we are
apathetic. Well let me tell you of
a situation I came across last
week: One of “ them ” had
wheeled to a coiner and he just
sat there, near the curb. After
nearly an hour, I had to leave; I
was late for my religious
philosophy class. I would be
willing to bet that he’s still there.
They have no ambition, a lot of
them don’t do anything for
themselves. And they want
equality? Now who’s kidding
who?
I saw one with a rosary the
other day. What audacity!
I’m glad none of my sisters
goes to this college; I’d be scared
to have her walk down the hall.
Who knows what would happen?
They’re all the same.
But let’s not give up hope. Two
from last year are gone.
Radicals! If we can all join jands
we can forestall the others. Let’s
all keep Rosary Hill at six
minutes to ten.

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
S a ils each Septem ber A February
Com bine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient Over 7500
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna
tional program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:
W CA, Chapm an College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

PROBLEMS IK LIVING LIKE
Q. I am a handicapped student at Rosary Hill College and find it very
difficult to move easily from building to building because of my handicap.
Is it at all possible to arrange for a lunch area in Duns Scotus Building for
handicapped students?
A. The Space Utilization Committee met on March 5, 1973 and discussed
at length a proposal of the Student Personnel Committee regarding a
lunch area in Duns Scotus for the handicapped students on campus.
While the committee members indicated concern for these students,
they did not support the proposal submitted. In particular, the committee
felt that having a separate area for the handicapped students would
encourage isolation of these students from the student body.
The committee also reported that it has always been an unwritten
policy within Rosary Hill College community that people are willing to be
of assistance to one another. They express the hope that this kind of
concern for one another would continue at Rosary Hill College in regard
to every student on campus in particular to those students who are
handicapped.
Q. Are downers habit forming or addictive?
A. By downers or downs, students most likely include the barbiturates
drugs. These are definitely addictive drugs. Both tolerance, that is in
creasing the dose required to obtain a certain affect with chronic use, and
definite withdrawal symptoms are produced on stopping use of such
drugs. .
Q. Could you give me a brief description of what Sunshine House does?
A. The purpose of Sunshine House is multifaceted. Originally it was set up
as a drug crisis center but it has expanded its services to aid the student
and community members in the Buffalo area in dealing with crisis ser
vices. People at Sunshine House indicated a willingness to deal with drug
related, medical or psychological problems.
Sunshine House is located at 106 Winspear Avenue, Buffalo, New York
and may be reached by dialing 831-4046. It is open 24 hours a day.
Any member of the college community may submit in writing any
questions for the Probiems in Living Line. Address your questions to:
Problems in Living Line; Box No. 683; Rosary Hill College; Buffalo, New
York 14226.
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SPORTS SCOOP
CRUSADERS OPEN SEASON

Friday night, November 4,
was the basketball opener for
Rosary Hill and Ryerson In
stitute played at Toronto. It was
an interesting international
basketball contest between an
American and a Canadian
basketball team in front of a
mixed audience. Rosary Hill
made a great effort, but Ryerson
won the contest 71-61.
Rosary Hill played mostly
zone defense but Ryerson drove
too well against them, played
mostly man for man defense.
R.H.C. had trouble getting their
offense set up against Ryerson
and had trouble shooting.
Basically the game was a great
opener and the next game against
Trocaire should be a battle also.

Hi

m
M

■
The players for R.H.C. with
coach Gerald Falgiano are: Bill
Lull-34; Bill Murray-22; John
Buck-30; Cecil Stepp-24; Phil
Nicotera-44; Jim Bashner-42;
Dave Mchls-20; Brian McQueen,
Darren Coleman, and Mike

I
■
JL
Ü
¡¡Kip#?
LVM*<»

Right now the team has no
equipment or uniforms, but the

team feels that because of the
female population that the Hill
has, the girls have as much right
to Athletic money as the males.
There is about $500.00 in the
Athletic fund.
The teatn hopes to play an 8
game schedule. Some of the
teams may be Buff State,
Niagara U., Bryant and Stratton,
and E.C.C. The team practices
every Tuesday and Thursday at
Sacred Heart gym in Eggertsville.
___

The “Magnificat” I is become
the “Catholic News of Western
New York.” In addition to the
new name, there will be many
new features contained. One of
the ideas that has been discussed
is expanding that section of the
paper that concerns itself, with
young people. This segment of
the publication will be known as
“Youth Scope” and will even
tually have a youth editorial
board. If anyone wishes to submit
an original poem or short prose
article for publication, send the
material to:
Rev. Francis G. Weldgen
Youth Dept.
100 South Elmwood Ave.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202_______

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$ 2 .7 5 p e r p a g e
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

BETTER

TO M A K E A

Protest dissent, an active
movement which signified the
making of a counter culture. The
60’s, a beginning of a chance for
change. A feeling of unity among
a generation with common bond
of hope and most importantly the
awareness and concern for life its
meaning and its essence. The
dream grew glowingly, in the
hearts of many people for in their
eyes there was a painfully ob
vious need, in a world torn by
war,
hatred,
division,
“morality”, technology and the
sanity of civilized men. There
must be an awaking, there must
be a change.
The revolution attacked the
established order by taking to the
streets, to the campus, and to the

By Trots and Flash
On Wednesday, October 17,
Kleinhans Music Hall was in the
grip of an odd phenomena. The
British band, Mott the Hoople,
backed up by a group from
Boston, Mass., Aerosmith, and
those “ladies” of ill- repute, the
New York Dolls, played to a
fairly good-sized audience.
First to come on stage was
Aerosmith, a unique band in that
it’s probably the only one in the
business that reincarnates on
stage. Just as they began each
song with atomic blast propor
tions, they slowly seemed to die
of radiation as it progressed - or
digressed. This life-death cycle
was hard to believe after
listening to their fine album,
simply entitled “ Aerosmith” ,
with which we were duly im
pressed. Their in-concert per
formance made it hard to believe
we were hearing the same group.
Lead singer Steve Tyler’s
Jagger-like movements and
humping of the mike stand
seemed to be lost in the shuffle as
each member of the group ap
peared to go off on his own
tangent.
All in all, Aerosmith’s stage
performance gave us the im
pression that they were very fine
in-studio
musicians.
As
Aerosmith fizzled off stage we
looked forward to a big drag - the
New York Dolls.
Though the Dolls didn’t dress
as sweetly as we had expected,
they out-played themselves on
some pretty sweet blues num
bers, although their rockers
were, at best, commonplace. The
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Amherst Police will ticket those
cars on campus parked in such
a way that roads, entrances,
walkways, etc. are Mocked.
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grave yards it follows. The
direction, the means and the
results; confrontation, violence,
and failure. An inspired and
desperate effort to change the
esta b lish m e n t through
established means. The outward
revolution died out but the
movement still grew and the
spirit moved inward. Today do
you feel it is living or is it dead
within you? Do we believe in each
other and in the hope for today
and in the promise for a better
tomorrow? Are we still a
brotherhood of devient dreamers
united in an invisionary com
mitment to change to un
derstanding to life but moist of all
to love? “I believe we can make
it. Yes we can.”

Dolls lead singer also seemed to
have a Jagger-identity crisis maybe it’s .catching - but his
positively stunning low-cut pant
outfit kept our attention on other
details. (Now wasn’t that a mean
crack?) Only one question
remains - Does he or doesn’t she?
Mott the Hoople’s music asks
many of the questions you never
dared ask yourself. Questions
like, “How long before you
realize you’re strange?” (Brain
Capers; “ Death May Be Your
Santa Claus” ; 1972) The main
question in our minds before Mott
went onstage was if they would
have the same tight, almost
orchestral sound produced on
their albums. Procol Harum had
used the likes of the Edmonton
Symphony to produce that same
sound, and without the full or
chestra they were a dismal flop.
All questions were answered
when Mott the Hoople trooped on
stage and treated the Kleinhans
audience to some of the best
molten rock to seep in on their
eardrums for some time. In
addition to material from their
latest album, most notably, “All
the Way From Memphis”, they
did, among other things, “Rock
and Roll Queen” , “Rose”, and
Lou Reed’s “Sweet Jane”, after
which they proceeded to bring the
house down - as if it wasn’t on it’s
knees already - with the David
Bowie classic “All the Young
Dudes”. Ian Hunter’s singing and
Mick Ralph’s searing guitar, plus
some fine backup work on bass,
drums, piano and organ made
Mott the Hoople a rare ex
perience in itself. How long
before you realize that you’re
strange? Not until you see and
hear Mott the Hoople.
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Half time score was 35-25 in
favor of Ryerson.
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This year Rosary Hill should
have an interesting girl’s
basketball team. The members of
the team so far include; Joanne
Simeone, Sue Folts, Leigh
Newkirk, Susan Bennett, Mary
Duane, Marlene Conti, Patty
Cochrane, Carol Beckett, Sandy
Di Pasquale, and Megs Dempsey.
The coach of the team is Sister
Maria Perez.

Cordovano-40. The high scorer
for Rosary Hill was Cordovano
with 20 points.
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